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SD-WAN for UCaaSone

SD-WAN for UCaaSone

There’s no question that VoIP is a flexible and cost-effective voice solution. But some businesses 

are reluctant to make the move to an over-the-top offering due to concerns about call quality and 

security and are hanging on to legacy PRIs and MPLS-based SIP solutions. The good news is that 

with SD-WAN for UCaaSone™, you no longer need to make that trade-off.

BCM One’s UCaaSone is a hosted voice service that utilizes the latest cloud-based technology 

to connect your business without the high costs of a traditional premises-based system. And 

our Managed SD-WAN solution supports modern bandwidth requirements by prioritizing and 

intelligently directing network traffic. SD-WAN for UCaaSone brings these two powerful solutions 

together to deliver the modern hosted voice capabilities you want with the QoS and security you 

need. No need to worry about circuit latency, jitter, packet loss and outages.

The SD-WAN for UCaaSone Advantage

 › BCM One UCaaSone leverages the BroadSoft® platform to deliver essential 

communications services, including instant messaging, presence, voice and video 

calling, multi-party video collaboration, and desktop sharing in real time to enhance 

business productivity. This managed UCaaS offering not only supports both office-

based and mobile employees with standard resources, but provides significant 

flexibility, reliability, and scalability to meet ever-changing requirements.

 › With SD-WAN from BCM One that uses Versa gateways in our 

POPs, you get the reliability and security of SD-WAN without the 

burden of managing the connectivity circuits and carriers. 

 › VitalView™, our proactive, 24x7 monitoring tool, provides added 

insurance for optimal performance. 

The combination of our Versa SD-WAN solution, our UCaaSone hosted voice 

solution, plus our VitalView proactive monitoring and management service, 

gives businesses a complete voice solution with QoS, security and business 

continuity assurance.   This solution is ideal for:

 › Existing BCM One UCaaSone customers that 

want to add-in the SD-WAN component

 › BCM One SD-WAN for Versa clients that want 

to add in the voice quality component

 › OR new customers that want a total new solution purchasing 

both BCM One’s UCaaSone and our SD-WAN for Versa 

solution giving them our SD-WAN for UCaaSone service 

for voice quality, security and business continuity.

Benefits of SD-WAN 
for UCaaSone

 › Voice delivered over 

diverse dual circuits for 

QoS and business 

 › Secure voice that uses 

the latest encryption 

technologies on 

overlay tunnels

 › Definitive trouble-shooting

 › Proactive, 24x7 monitoring

 › SLA backed for SD-

WAN and UCaaS

 › Packet duplication that 

guarantees up-time on calls

Secure Transport of Voice  
& Voice Duplication


